Skiers
Parking is available at Mountain Vista Rest Area. Please use the orange trail to depart Mountain Vista and meet the main trail to the west.

Warning: The open stream crossing marked on this map can be dangerous. Skiers may wish to find their own off-trail route across this small creek.

Mushers
Please use the solid yellow trail (starting at the area marked “Gate”). Mushers may leave vehicles at the roadside parking lot here.

Snowshoers and hikers
The solid red line marks the Savage Alpine Trail and a spur of that trail which goes west to a historic cabin, as well as a loop trail south of Mountain Vista. Hikers may walk on ski trails as well, though be prepared to yield the trail to skiers.

All users, please stay off the pink trail, which marks how the NPS sled dog teams enter this area. Also, all users should be alert for dog teams at any time. Always yield the trail to dog teams, which are less maneuverable than other users.

If you plan to camp in the park, remember to get a free backcountry permit from the winter visitor center (open daily, 9 am — 4:30 pm).